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This paper discusses multi-hop routing, all-optical
label swapping operation of optical label switching routers that make real-time decisions based on
the label and the forwarding table. The switching
fabric conducts &la regeneration and label rewriting.
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Optical-label witching technology has made key
progress in providing the low-latency and transparent switching desired for the next generation
Intemet 11-21. For mactical network applications,
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Fig. I . (a) A schematic of the emulated network, and @) an experimental sehlp for the multi-hop emulation of this network. ParBERT Parallel Bit Error Rate Tester; PPG: Panem Generator, LO: Local
Oscillator; Mad: Modulator: FBG: Fiber Bragg Gratinx: B P F Band Pass Filter; OC: Optical Circula-
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Fig. 2. Scope traces showing (a) the incoming PI, P2 and P3, (b) P1 and PZ sent to the second hop aflet
dropping P3, and (c) P I at the final destination output after two-hap OLSR.
tor modulates the continuous wave (CW) light
from the disuibuted feedback laser diode fDFB

Hence, the modulated signal includes a doublesideband subcarrier label 14 GHz away from the
center optical carrier frequency. The combination
of a fiber Bragg grating and an optical circulator
achieves all-optical label extraction [6]. The
BMRx asynchronously recovers the label contents
from optical domain to elecmical domain. The
recovered label signal induces the fawarding
decision inside the switch controller according to
the routing algorithm in the FPGA. Based on the
forwarding decision, the switch controller sends a

modulates the dayload &"s
anto the new wavelength by crods-gain middulation. Payloads with
diffmnt labels are converted onto different waveleneths corresoondine to the desired outDut
. mrts
.
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The ParBERT generates repeated panems of
packet 1 (PI), packet 2 (PZ), and packet 3 (P3)

with different labels (L1, LZ, L3). Fig 2(a) shows
the three packets. The optical labels LI, L2 and
L3 cause the wavelength of the TLDI to be
switched to I1 (1552nm),X I (1552nm),and hz
(1546 m) respectively according to the forwarding table. The tunable wavelength converter will
convert P1 snd PZ to wavelength '1552 m and P3
to 1546 nm according to the optical-label based
forwarding decision. After routing through the
AWGR, P3 will be dropped and PI and PZ go to
the label-swapping module as shown in Fig 2 (b).
This represenU the OLSRI in tlk emulated network. The switch controller generates new labels
far payload PI and P2 and drives the modulator
inside the label-rewriting module with B 14 GHz
cmier frequency. At the same time, payload PI
and P2 wdl be-iegenerated to the 6xed wavelength (1555.7nm) m the SOA Mach-Zehnder
Interferometer wavelenmh convener fSOA-MZI
WC). The oackets withihe regenerated label and
payload trabsmit to label / dZa leparator 2. The
BMRxZ recovers the new label contents and
sends them to the switch controller. Aeain.
according to the label contents, the switch :on:
troller sends control signals to the TLDZ to switch
to the correct wavelengths. The new labels LI'
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1. Introduction
All-optical label switching is of increasing interest in fuNre packet-switched WDM networks
because individual packets can be switched
through an optical network element without being
converted ftom optical to electronic format [I].
Although the optical wavelength can X N as
~ an
optical label in the MPhS scheme [I], a second
level of optical label is still necessary for provisioning, maintaining, and restoring switched
light-paths. This second level optical label can be
realised by sub-carrier modulation [2] or by an
orthogonal modulation format combining amplitude shift keying (ASK) and differential phase
shift keying (DPSK) modulation on a single carrier [3].
The stluchre of the optical label switching system far the ASKiDPSK packets is illustrated in
Fig. 1. At the edge router the DPSK labels are
added to the optical packets without modifying
the ASK payload. The intermediate routen perform routing and forwarding operations within

ReceivedPower ( d h )
Fig. 3. BER test results of the cascaded OLSR
(Insets: eye diagrams of the baseband payload and signals after OLSR)

paylbad signal onto the desired wavelength by
crass-gain modulation. PI convened to 1546 nm
will be routed to the deslination port. Fig 2(c)
shows PI on the destination pori. P2 convetled lo
1542 nm will be draooed afler AWGR. The
switched data payload Pi'gaes to the data receiver
for BER measuements. Here the switching with
new labels LI' and Lz' emulates the OLSRl in Fig
l(4.
Packet by packet bit-error-rate measurements
took place on the PI at each hop. Fig. 3 shows the
measured data. Each packet is 60011slong with a
200ns guard time, thus eaff packet period is
800"s. T h e bit pattern was 2 -Ipseudo-random
bit sequence (PRBS) truncated into the packets.
The three CUNW in Fig. 3 are for the optical baseband back-to-back and the payload signals after
one and two hop OLSR, respectively. The signal
after one hop shows about 0.7 dB power penalty
compared to the baseband payload signal. However, a negative power penalty about 0.2 dB at
BER=le-9 appears after 2 hop OLSR, which is
mainly due to the 2R regeneration in the SOAbared MZI WC and the decrease of the received
average power afler two packet-dropping. The
eye diagrams of the switched payload are shown
as the insets in Fig. 3. All eye diagrams show
clear openings. The signal-to-noise ratio was
higher for the second hop compared to the fin1
hop due to the 2R regeneration of MZI WC. Also
the XGM based SOA wavelength converters
invert the logic of the signal which leads 10 the
change of the average power of signal. This
resulu in a higher average power for the first hop.
For the second hop the second XGM wavelength
converter will invert the logic back to normal. For
these reasons, the power received by the date
receiver corresponds to different ratios of the real
packet power for the I-hop operation and the 2hop operation. The combination of the 2R regeneration and the optical power change leads to the
negative power penalty for the 2-hap operation.
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We have demonstrated for the first time, to our
knowledge, the error-free multi-hop cascaded
aperation of an all-optical label routing system
with optical label swapping. The experiment emulated optical packet switching thmugh 2 haps in
the network. Experiment results show regenerating optical label switching with label swapping
and 2R packet regeneration. The two-hap routing
OLSR system demonstrates negative power penalty ofO.2dB at BER=le-9 for data packets.

Oplical Label Swapping and Packet
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ASKpaYload kith 2.5 Gbit/s DPSK label. Inthe
intermediate node, two-level optical label (wavelength label and DPSK label), are swapped using
electro-absorption modulators (EAM) or semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA), and in the
core node the wavelength label is swapped while
the DPSK label is entirely replicated through the
four-wave mining (FWM) effect in a highly-nonlinear fibre (HNLF). The transmission properties
of the ASWDPSK packet over 80 km non-zero
dispersion shifted fiber (NZDSF) are also investigated. The successful label swapping and transmission experiment clearly demonstrate the
feasibility of this combined modulation format
scheme.

2. Optical label processingiswapping
The experimental sehrp is shown in Fig. I(a). The
signal source is a wavelength tunable extemal
cavity laser (TL) working at 1552.5 MI. In the
edge router, the optical carrier is first intensity
modulated at IO GbiWr by a chirpfree MachZehnder modulator. The DPSK label at 2.5 Gbir/s
is then impressed,by the subsequent phase modulator, thus making the optical packets ready for
transmission. As we have reported before 141, a
limited extinction ratio of 3 4 d B for the payload
is used in order to detect the DPSK label.
2.1 lnlermediate nodefunction: I-label os w d l m
DPSK label swapping
Both the Llabel and the DPSK label are swapped
at the intermediate nodes so that an appropriate
optical path can be built-up in the Uansmissim
fiber link. The DPSK label can be erased by an
intensity-sensitive wavelength converter that capies the payload information onto a new wavelength while omitting the phase information of
labels. In our experiment we erase the DPSK label
by cross-gain modulation (XGM) -based wavelength conversion in a SOA. A n m o w fiber
Bragg grating is deployed directly after the SOA
to overcome panem dependence and to remove
the frequency chirp [SI. Because the chirp
induced by EAM-based wavelength conversion is
negligible [6], the phase of the probe and pump
signals is not affected in the wavelength conversion process. Therefore the DPSK label can be
inserted by phase-modulating a new lightwave
and then copying the payload onto it through
crowabsorption modulation in an EAM. The
SOA and the EAM used in our experiment were
kindly provided by GIGA-Intel. At the receiver
side, the ASWDPSK packet is split into two pans
afler a 3dB coupler, so that the ASK payload and
the DPSK label can be detected separately. The
DPSK label is demodulated using a one bit delay
fibre interferometer before direct detection. Fig.
Z(a) shows the BER performance and the eye diagrams of the converted payload and the new label.

